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must exercise great control and care as to the thought or
impulse we allow within ourselves. An ordinary man
allows himself to yield to all kinds of emotions and
thoughts, but by a scientific study of the action of these
forces as explained above, he would realise that it is his
interest as well as his duty to have all his emotions and
thoughts absolutely under control. The stage of evolution
at which we have arrived is the development of the mental
body, and. a many recognising that the mind is not the man
but an instrument for his use, should assist that develop-
ment by not allowing the mind to indulge in its vagaries
and by endeavouring to assert control over it.
We should therefore forward our evolution, first, by
keeping our mind and emotions under control and thereby
building our character, and secondly, by not foolishly
wasting our energy which can be utilised for better work
and higher purposes*
Q. What should we do to keep our mind swd emotions
under control, and avoid evil, idle or useless thoughts
which trouble the mind ?
Ans, Instead of allowing every surging or upwclling of
emotions to sway us, we must learn to keep them under
control by the mind- The reins of mind in the hands of
the driver, or the real man, must be able to control and
guide the horses of desires drawing the chariot of the
physical body.
The first step to control the mind is to keep it use-
fully occupied. It must not be allowed to remain idle, as
thereby any passing thought-form may drift into it, and
while lying fallow it is more likely to take up evil im-
pressions than good ones. The best way is to keep at the
back of our mind some high thought or some inspiration
to noble living.  The mind can only occupy itself with

